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Abstract. Five decades ago, computing at several high schools was con-
sistent with the academic and professional world. Nowadays, many coun-
tries have started to think about how to establish or re-establish infor-
matics education in schools and how to attract children to learn informat-
ics. Although informatics is not taught as a discipline in many countries,
children are invited to participate in different contests and competitions
in informatics, programming, or robotics organized all over the world.
Educators are interested in motivating students to learn more about
informatics, to understand informatics concepts, and to develop compu-
tational thinking. This paper discusses informatics education through the
recent decades with its main focus on Logo activities and other strategies
which support deeper understanding and promote attractive approaches
of learning informatics in school. The worldwide Bebras informatics chal-
lenge is presented and discussed as an example of connecting formal and
non-formal informatics education by using thousands of tasks based on
informatics concepts and applying problem-solving strategies. As a case
study, the statistical data from the 2017 Lithuanian Bebras challenge is
presented and discussed.

1 Introduction

Significant changes in society do not begin at one particular day or even in a
particular year. Changes come slowly, especially in school education. Teachers,
policy makers, and researchers should work continuously for decades in order to
gain significant results on children’s achievements in informatics.

Teaching informatics (computer science or computing) in high schools started
about four decades ago with the introduction of programming. Machines at
that time were complicated to handle and programming was the exceptional
possibility to manage them. The goal of teaching programming at schools was
to show how a computer can help in routine work, mainly doing huge amounts
of calculations. Computer programming is the best way to build a language
for instructing (communicating with) a machine. Later, Juraj Hromkovič and
others went deeper and declared: “We have to teach programming as a skill to
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describe possibly complex behaviors by a sequence of clear, simple instructions”
[11]. Then, Avi Cohen and Bruria Haberman promoted informatics (computer
science) as a language of technology [4]. The history of informatics at school
started with programming. However, programming is only a part of informatics.
Why do we need to teach informatics at schools? What is informatics? What
should we teach and how? These and similar questions are the core problems to
everybody who has been thinking on bringing informatics to any school level.

The educational achievements that were obtained in the 1970s and 1980s
might be explained by the implementation of computers in schools and by their
impact to general education. In the beginning of the 1980s, informatics educa-
tion, although to a different extent, was established in many schools across the
USA and Europe, e.g., Austria, Bulgaria, Lithuania, and Slovakia.

One of the early Russian pioneers in the field of theoretical and systems pro-
gramming, Andrei Ershov, said: “Programming is the second literacy”, which
became a slogan for several years [10]. Politicians and educators in the indus-
trialized countries proclaimed “computer literacy” as an essential part of edu-
cation, and they demanded the integration of new technologies into the school
curriculum.

A significant role in designing a methodology for teaching programming has
been played by researchers in various countries. More and more countries have
been reconsidering the role of informatics in general education, discussing the
curricula for teaching informatics in secondary schools, and developing new
courses for teacher training in informatics. Informatics was significantly sup-
ported in countries which had a strong academic way of teaching. Lack of access
to computers was compensated by providing theoretical knowledge on program-
ming and the working principles of computer hardware. A lot of attention was
paid to learn the syntax of a programming language, to understand commands,
etc. These countries had implemented informatics education in secondary school
education as a discipline and the main focus was on teaching programming.

Bringing informatics to schools through the curriculum in a formal track
is quite important, but it is also necessary to support the informal ways of
introducing students to informatics. Contests and olympiads on programming
are informal ways of introducing informatics to students. There are some dis-
cussions and disagreements on the role of contests in education. An important
aspect is how the contests are introduced: are they tools for attracting more stu-
dents and to motivate them to participate and solve problems by collaborating
and discussing results? In many cases, contests make learning and teaching pro-
gramming more attractive for students. Furthermore, computer programming is
one of the most appropriate and effective ways to develop problem-solving skills
for students of computer science.

2 Logo

In 2006, when Lithuania celebrated twenty years of informatics in schools, it was
written: “At the beginning there was Logo. Then everything happened” [5]. In
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many countries, teaching informatics started with Logo, which was developed
by Seymour Papert, the “father of Logo”.

Logo is an educational language for children. Today the language is remem-
bered mainly for its use of “turtle graphics”, in which commands for movement
and drawing produce line graphics. The language was originally conceived to
teach concepts of programming.

For most people, learning Logo is not an end in itself, and programming
tends to have a higher goal for the learner. Logo is accessible to novices, includ-
ing young children, and also supports complex explorations and sophisticated
projects by experienced users.

Seymour Papert’s Logo offers a window into a time when computers and Logo
had been in widespread use in schools for just a few years, while also delving
into issues about informatics and education that remain relevant today.

An important event occurred in 1980—the publication of Seymour Papert’s
Mindstorms [13]. Educators throughout the world became excited by the intel-
lectual and creative potential of Logo. Their enthusiasm fueled the Logo boom of
the early 1980s. The book begins with an affirmation of the importance of mak-
ing a personal connection with one’s own learning and ends with an examination
of the social context in which learning occurs.

In 1985, Logo Computer Systems corporation developed LogoWriter, which
was a novel computer program in several ways. First, it included word processing
capabilities. Second, the user interface was simplified and made more intuitive.
LogoWriter also included, similarly as the earlier “sprite” Logos, multiple turtles
that could take on different shapes.

Another innovation of the mid-eighties was Lego/Logo. M. Resnick and
S. Ocko developed a system which interfaced Logo with motors, lights, and
sensors that were incorporated into machines built out of Lego bricks and other
elements.

Then more and more interesting programs appeared: Scratch, SNAP!,
NetLogo, Comenius Logo, and so on. Scratch became a block-language metaphor
and was widely used all over the world.

Many tasks for learning Logo have been developed, and many books have
been published on Logo-inspired ideas to introduce children to programming.
The ideas from Logo reoccur time after time; through the development of learn-
ing tools in many countries when new educational products are developed.

There have been many important events in connection with teaching Logo
and algorithms all over the world (see Fig. 1). A detailed Logo Tree Project is
provided by Boytchev [2].

3 Pascal as a Language to Introduce Algorithms

Pascal, the great programming language that served in education for many years,
was designed in 1968 at ETH Zurich, and implemented and published in 1970.
Pascal was designed by Niklaus Wirth with the goal to encourage good program-
ming practices to novices by using structured programming and data structuring.
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Fig. 1. Influential contributions to school informatics education based on tools and
approaches for learning algorithms and core concepts

In lectures, articles, and books, Wirth describes the history of (and road to) Pas-
cal [18,19]. Structured programming and strict type checking were two of the
innovative ideas proposed by programming researchers at this time.

Pascal had big influence on programming education in many countries. In
Lithuania, Pascal was chosen as the language to communicate to big machines
and express algorithms especially for secondary school students. It was a way
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Fig. 2. Programming lessons were printed in the largest national daily newspaper from
1981 to 1983, from January to May, once a week. In the upper left corner appears the
logo of the School—JPM: letters J, P, and M from the Lithuanian name of the school
(Jaunuju̧ programuotoju̧ mokykla).

to algorithmic thinking. Pascal was the backbone for the Young Programmers’
School by Correspondence established in 1981 in Lithuania [9]. The goal of the
school was to teach the main concepts of procedural programming and basic
algorithms using Pascal notation. The first programming lessons were published
in the largest daily newspaper over nearly half of a page a few times per month
for a number of years, see Fig. 2.

All the teaching materials of the Young Programmers’ School consisted of
several chapters of lessons in a cyclic manner: (1) identifiers, variables, constants,
assignment statements and sequence of statements, (2) conditional statements,
(3) repetitions of actions, (4) programs and their execution by a computer, (5)
logical values, (6) functions and procedures, (7) recursion, (8) discrete data types,
(9) real numbers and records, (10) arrays, (11) programming style, (12) program
design. Theoretical knowledge was delivered only as supplementary material for
understanding informatics concepts and program design assignments.

Actually the Young Programmers’ School laid the foundations to teach infor-
matics in all upper secondary schools in Lithuania starting from 1986, and later,
in 2005, in all lower secondary schools.
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Informatics education in Lithuanian schools (grades 10–12) was based on
Pascal, the language that fit perfectly for thinking about and developing algo-
rithms. Pascal’s advantage was its simple syntax and logical structure. Also, we
can use Pascal to develop algorithms using pen and paper and later run them on
a computer, which was an important aspect in the early eighties when schools
had very limited access to machines. We taught algorithms to solve tasks, and
we taught and learned how to think, both constructively and critically.

4 Programming, Children, and Bebras Tasks

Logo and Pascal have influenced informatics education in schools all over the
world. A whole generation grew up programming with the Logo turtle as a
visual tool and with Pascal for text-based algorithms. A group of informatics
researchers in Lithuania developed many interesting tasks for learning program-
ming and used them in school informatics curricula and after-school activities.

Researchers have shown that learning to program is a complex cognitive
activity [16]. For example, the features of Logo as a programming language,
like interactivity, modularity, extensibility, and flexibility of data types, are very
powerful. Modular design requires children to organize their programs into con-
ceptually independent units. This modularization process is the core to teaching
informatics. First, it helps to approach challenging problems by breaking them
down into smaller tasks, which can be solved independently by applying top-
down or bottom-up problem-solving strategies. Second, thinking about problem
instances in an abstract way helps identifying structural properties inherent to
the problem, and therefore allows children to classify them into abstract problem
classes. This results in a high intrinsic cognitive load.

Developing abilities to master modern technologies and skills for solving prob-
lems is among the most important capabilities of an educated future citizen of
the information society, and these abilities can be directly connected with infor-
matics education. Problem solving by means of programming does not lose its
importance in a contemporary school equipped with modern information tech-
nologies, and it will remain a very important part of understanding the infor-
mation processing and running of a computer.

Programming is an activity composed of several components: comprehension
of the problem, choosing and encoding an algorithm, debugging, testing, and
optimizing. Since many of the skills required for successful programming are
similar to those required for effective problem solving, computer programming,
particularly choosing one of several possible solutions and later debugging it
within a short period of time, provides a fertile field for developing and practicing
problem-solving skills in an environment that is engaging for young students [3].

When students begin to learn the basics of programming, they soon try to find
a place where they can demonstrate their skills and projects, share their interests
or compare themselves with others. This might explain the reasons why many
students, soon after they have started learning programming, choose one of the
areas where they are able to demonstrate their work immediately, e.g., creation
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of web pages or computer graphics. For some areas, e.g., developing algorithms,
it is not easy to find a practical demonstration. The most powerful means that
endorse the students’ motivation are competitions and contests.

Nowadays, England has become the country to mandate computer science
classes for all children between the ages of 5 and 16. Their age will determine
exactly what they will learn, with topics ranging from algorithms to debugging
code and lessons in programming languages.

4.1 Worldwide Challenge on Informatics Concepts

Pasi Sahlberg, a world-renowned Finnish educator, indicated playful learning,
games, and gamification as one of the success factors of Finnish education [15].
Playful learning activities can attract the children’s attention to learn various
subjects.

Olympiads and contests in informatics focus mainly on developing algorithms
and programming. The programming course can be followed by the introduction
of some basic concepts of algorithms, data structures, recursion, procedures, and
fundamental methods for designing algorithms. These and other basic informat-
ics concepts can be introduced to students by contests or other activities in an
attractive way.

In 2003, the idea of the Bebras contest on informatics was proposed (the
name Bebras—in English beaver—is connected with a hard-working, intelligent,
goal-seeking and lively animal). It took almost a year to create sample tasks and
to prepare the technology for implementation. The contest started with a few
countries and focused on school students divided into a few age groups.

Later, many other activities have been developed under the Bebras umbrella:
hands-on seminars for students and teachers, discussions for deepening informat-
ics knowledge and teamwork on developing Bebras tasks, so that the contest idea
was changed to a broader Bebras challenge on informatics and computational
thinking. In the past years, the number of Bebras participants has been notably
growing. In 2007, the Bebras contests took place in seven countries, with about
50 000 participants in total. In 2017, more than 2 million students from over
50 countries were involved in solving Bebras tasks world-wide. Slovenia had the
strongest relative participation with nearly 30 000 contestants, whereas France
had the highest total number of participants, over half a million.

The crucial point of the Bebras challenge are the tasks based on informat-
ics concepts [1,14]. The challenge needs to have a challenging set of tasks. The
developers of Bebras tasks are seeking to choose interesting tasks (problems)
to motivate students to deal with computer science and to think deeper about
what constitutes the core of informatics. Some agreements on task development
criteria have to be settled. Initially, six task topics (types) were proposed: (1)
Information comprehension, (2) algorithmic thinking, (3) using computer sys-
tems, (4) structures, patterns, and arrangements, (5) social, ethical, cultural,
international, and legal issues, as well as (6) puzzles [6,17]. During the last
few years, a two-dimensional system for categorizing tasks was elaborated [7].
The suggested categorization system incorporates both informatics concepts and
computational thinking skills in the classification of tasks.
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Algorithms, data, data structures, data representation, and abstraction are
the most important areas of informatics for schools. Creating an interesting task
(problem) that is based on informatics concepts requires a lot of intellectual
effort. Collaboration with different cultures and researchers, as well as peer-
review and discussions, are very important for developing tasks which promote
and introduce core concepts of informatics.

4.2 Bebras Tasks

An international Bebras workshop on creating tasks (problems) based on infor-
matics concepts for all age groups is organized annually in different countries.
The main goals of the workshops are to develop a set of tasks for the upcoming
challenge, to discuss them and to come to an agreement among the countries
with different (or without) curricula and traditions of teaching informatics in
general education. All submitted tasks, including graphics, are developed under
the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike international license.

Several types of tasks (problems) have been used in the challenge: interac-
tive (dynamic) tasks, open-ended tasks, and multiple-choice tasks are the most
common groups. Motivation and attraction of students to take part in the chal-
lenge and to think deeper about informatics concepts are based on context-rich
and powerful tasks, whose development and introduction are undoubtedly very
challenging for researchers as well as for teachers.

Multiple-choice tasks have four non-trivial and well-defined answer choices
with only one correct solution. For dynamic tasks, interactivity is defined as a
two-way transfer of information between a user and a machine. Thus an inter-
active task provides a specification of the problem, and, in solving it, a student
needs to interact directly with the computer: drag and drop objects, click spots
on pictures, manipulate objects using a keyboard, select list elements, etc. Many
countries have established networks and teams of researchers, teachers, and edu-
cators for creating and discussing tasks. They usually come with new proposals
every year. Below, three examples of Bebras tasks are provided and discussed.

Task Example 1: Drawing a Spiral. Ada has drawn a rectangular spiral with the
help of a dynamic object, a turtle, and two commands:

forward 10 — the turtle moves forward drawing a line which is 10
steps (dots) long;

left 90 — the turtle turns left making an angle of 90◦.

Which of the following numbers expresses the length of the whole spiral in the
number of dots?

A 550
B 170
C 300
D 250
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This example is a task from a decade ago. It introduces two commands: move
forward and rotate. Additionally, the task requires calculations based on some
understanding of what is happening.

Task Example 2: Beaver Code. Beaver Barbara has two rubber stamps. With
the first one, she can produce a little flower and with the second one a little sun.
Being a clever girl she thinks of a way to write her own name with these two
stamps by encoding each letter with a sequence of flowers and suns as follows:

Letter B A R E Y

Code ✿ ✹✹ ✹✿✹ ✹✿✿✿ ✹✿✿✹

The name “Barbara” would be encoded as: ✿✹✹✹✿✹✿✹✹✹✿✹✹✹.
She then goes on to also write down the names of her friends. But, unfor-

tunately, they got all mixed up (see the right column below). Drag the corre-
sponding sun-flower-codes to the names of Barbara’s four friends.

Abby ✹✹✹✿✹✹✿✿✹✹✹

Arya ✿✹✹✹✿✹✹✿✹✹✿✿✹

Barry ✹✹✿✿✹✿✿✹

Ray ✹✿✹✹✹✹✿✿✹

This task was developed by a group of educators from Switzerland in 2016
(U. Hauser, J. Hromkovič, T. Kohn, I. Kośırová, B. Steffen, Ch. Datzko). Often
in informatics, instead of storing data in a simple and straightforward way, we
can devise a scheme to store it more efficiently, using less space. Letters have
different frequencies in texts (depending on the given language), and we can
use these frequencies to improve our encoding. Specifically, we encode frequent
letters with smaller codes. In this task, B takes one symbol, A takes two, and
the other letters take more. However, you have to make sure that the code is
unambiguous. Huffman encoding is a widely used algorithm.

Task Example 3: Robot Cleaner (proposed by V. Dagienė, Lithuania). A robot
washes a square-tiled floor by using the following commands: F—move forward
one tile (takes 1 min), R—turn 90◦ right (performed instantly), W—wash a tile
(takes 1 min). The robot starts and ends on one of the four corner tiles (A, B,
C, D) — but not necessarily on the same tile.
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What is the minimum number of minutes the robot needs for cleaning all the
available tiles on the floor?

For a solution strategy, the main issue is to minimize the number of tiles
which are passed twice. There is a tile X which must be passed twice in every
chosen way (as seen in the two figures below). Tiles on the “bottleneck” to corner
tiles A, B, C, and D are described by letters E, F, G, H, respectively. Tiles E and
F are at the A bottleneck, tile G at the D bottleneck and H at the C bottleneck.
Corner B does not contain any bottleneck tile. If a corner tile is neither the
starting nor the finishing point, the robot must pass through bottleneck tiles of
this corner twice. If the starting and finishing corner are different, bottleneck
tiles of these two corners need to be passed through only once. Thus, we can try
to arrange the path such that the robot goes through as few bottleneck tiles as
possible. If the robot starts and finishes at the same corner tile, it must pass all
of the bottleneck tiles twice. Since the bottleneck at A contains 2 tiles, namely
E and F, a good strategy is to choose the point A as a starting (or finishing)
tile. Then, we have to decide between finishing points C and D (in both cases
we avoid going twice through another bottleneck point, G or H).

The trajectory in the picture to the right above shows that, for moving from
A to D, the robot needs an odd number of moves so that, after using 28 moves
forward, at least one tile is not passed yet, so it is longer than from A to C (trace
in the left picture above). The minimum time for cleaning is thus 27 (washing)
+ 28 (moving) minutes = 55 min by going from A to C.

This is a special case of the traveling salesman problem—finding the shortest
path when we want to visit every graph node, which transforms to the extended
Hamiltonian path problem if there is a path in the graph to visit every node
exactly once. There is no efficient algorithm to solve either of these two prob-
lems. For small cases, students can investigate the situation and come up with
a strategy for solving the problem in a systematic way.
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Fig. 3. Number of participants distributed by age groups (school grades)

4.3 Solving Tasks: A Lithuanian Case

In November 2017, over 2 million school students from 40 countries took part
in the Bebras challenge. Countries in the Southern Hemisphere are going to run
the contest later in March.

As a case study, we will discuss data about the Lithuanian participants in the
2017 challenge. From an organizational viewpoint, most countries are running
the contest and supplementary activities in a similar way. The countries choose
tasks on their own from a Bebras task pool—there is a large amount of reviewed
and well documented tasks for various age groups. However, we have noticed
that many countries have agreed to use the same (or almost the same) set of
tasks. The set of tasks chosen in Lithuania is overlapping with the selection
in many countries: Austria, Germany, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Finland,
Hungary, Sweden, etc. (all age groups except grades 1 and 2). Lithuania had
over 41 000 participants in the 2017 autumn Bebras challenge. The distribution
of participants by grades is presented in Fig. 3.

The Bebras community has reflected on the involvement of girls in informatics
education. An investigation on gender issues was done during previous years, for
example, in the UK and Lithuania [8]. The Bebras challenge can be seen to
be an event that attracts girls’ attention to informatics education: worldwide,
more than 40% of participants are girls (we cannot estimate the number exactly
because some students have not indicated their gender). There is evidence from
several countries that relatively more girls participate at a younger age and more
boys take part in the higher grades [12].

The data shown in Fig. 4 breaks down the scores per age group in Lithuania
Bebras 2017. Lithuania has all six age groups covered now—the youngest grades
1 and 2 joined the contest last year. Most countries have organized the challenge
based on 4 or 5 age groups in primary schools as well as lower and upper sec-
ondary schools. Scores are grouped and the number of students scoring a range
of marks is shown for each age group. As we can see, the figures show a normal
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Fig. 4. Distribution of scores from tasks in all age groups in Lithuania (grades from 1
to 12)

distribution of scores in solving tasks across all age groups (similar results were
obtained in the 2015 challenge in both Lithuania and the UK [8]).

We selected 67 different tasks distributed among six age groups. Some tasks
were the same for 2–3 age groups. Tasks are categorized according to informatics
concepts and computational thinking skills. For this study, we are interested
in tasks related to algorithm concepts and algorithmic thinking. Usually, tasks
cover more than one concept of informatics, but then we can usually estimate
what the main concept behind the task is. 37 tasks were chosen for detailed
investigation in this study. Eight tasks were solved by more than half of the
students and six tasks were very hard—less than 10% solved them. This year,
the chosen algorithm tasks were really challenging for the students—nobody
obtained full scores. For the hardest tasks like “Pizzeria Biberia”, “Arabot’s
walks” and “Book-Sharing Club”, the most common format is a long text with
several detailed pictures. We have observed that students, especially in grades
7–10, which were the youngest students to whom these tasks were given, do not
like reading long explanations and usually skip such tasks.
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Fig. 5. Percentage of students that solved correctly the algorithms tasks that were
given to more than one age group

As mentioned above, some tasks were given to 2–3 age groups. In the algo-
rithmic concepts category, there were 13 tasks chosen for two age groups and two
tasks for three age groups. We observed that students in the older age groups are
doing better than expected. For most of the tasks, the differences in solutions
between age groups are quite large, except for “Stick and Shield” (30% solved by
grades 7–8 and 33.7% by grades 9–10) and “One-Armed Beaver” (41.1% solved
by grades 3–4 and 46.9% by grades 7–8), see Fig. 5.

Students had the possibility to comment on the tasks in the Lithuanian con-
test management system. The task “One-Armed Beaver” (proposed by Christian
and Susanne Datzko, Switzerland), given to students in grades 3–4 and grades
5–6, raised most excitement and got the most positive feedback.

One-Armed Beaver. The more leaves a branch has, the tastier it is. The beaver
intends to sort the branches based on their taste using the temporary storage
beside him. Please help the beaver sort the branches by taste so that the tastiest
branch is closest to him.

Variables are a core concept in informatics: This task focuses on swapping
the value of two variables. Swapping two pieces of wood in two places by using a
temporary new storage—this is about variables and their values. Also a sorting
algorithm is needed for this task. For sorting a list while having a limited amount
of memory, we use a sorting algorithm such as selection sort: Going from the
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Fig. 6. Percentage of students that solved correctly the tasks related to data structures
and data representation that were given for more than one age group

first to the last element, swap the current element with the smallest one in the
remaining list using a temporary variable.

The statistical data (see Fig. 5) of the task “One Too Many” (Janez Demšar,
Slovenia) shows that the juniors solved it better than the oldest students (64.6%
of students in grades 9–10 solved this task correctly and the result is better
than the 56.5% for grades 11–12). Core concepts in this task include handling a
text editor and how to follow a sequence of instructions. The task is also about
swapping values of two variables by using a temporary variable, but in a more
complex situation than in “One-Armed Beaver” above.

The concept of data, data structures, and data representation is a separate
category within the categorization of Bebras tasks. However, that category is
very tightly related to algorithms and computational thinking. Observing the
results in this category, we have noticed that there is not a big difference between
scores gained by adjacent grades for the two oldest age groups solving a given
task; when 3 groups solved the same task, the youngest group has much lower
results for each task (see Fig. 6). This indicates that data structures and data
representation concepts are more easily accepted by different age groups than
algorithmic concepts.

The participants of the Bebras challenge liked the task “Ninja Name”: It is
short and clearly formulated. Understanding a string is a core concept of this
task, and it involves coding as an attractive element as well. Letter replacements
in strings are often used in informatics tasks. These tasks serve to provide an
easier visualization of what is happening when elements are replaced within
complex rows of data such as strings of signs.
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5 Conclusions and Challenges

We need to work on balancing continuity and innovativeness in informatics edu-
cation. Is continuity boring? The sun comes up every morning, we take the same
route to work every day, and through the window we see the same landscape.
We often do not even notice these things but there is a place for them in our
minds and so we feel well and peaceful. A similar understanding of continuity
can be applied to learning informatics at schools for students—lessons, everyday
problem solving, focus on core concepts, and a few contests at various levels per
year as motivational tools can be a comfortable continuity.

I ask myself, what has been the most important phenomenon during all those
years of introducing informatics in schools? Probably—the relationship among
people. While sitting for long hours at your workplace, in different meetings,
no longer knowing if you are thinking in the right direction, not knowing how
to move on, you suddenly receive a message from a person, then from another
one, and then from yet another one. You feel connected and see many others
who search, doubt, discover, and rejoice. We must not stop dreaming, searching
and communicating: about everyday life events and informatics education among
them.

Involving students in the recognition of informatics as a science discipline
should be our target, and we should try to achieve it more successfully. Well-
organized activities with interesting, playful, and exciting tasks will introduce
students to the essence of the computer science world and help them to under-
stand core concepts of informatics.
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